
Select the correct meaning of each word in bold.

to go to the store to buy something

to join yarn together to make things like sweaters or blankets.

My grandmother will use soft yarn to knit a scarf for the cold winter 
months.

to guess

to choose or decide

The students will vote tomorrow to elect the class president.

the sweet liquid of a plant

a place where bees live

Bees fly from flower to flower to collect the nectar so they can make 
honey.

to check someone’s temperature

to measure the weight of something or someone

The nurse put the baby on the scale so she could weigh him.

a tool used to push a nail into wood

a tool with a handle and a thin sharp blade

My mom used the knife to cut the apple into smaller pieces.

to cause to stick to

to take apart

After choosing the feathers, I had to paste them onto my paper bird art 
project.
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Answers:

to go to the store to buy something

to join yarn together to make things like sweaters or blankets.

My grandmother will use soft yarn to knit a scarf for the cold winter 
months.

to guess

to choose or decide

The students will vote tomorrow to elect the class president.

the sweet liquid of a plant

a place where bees live

Bees fly from flower to flower to collect the nectar so they can make 
honey.

to check someone’s temperature

to measure the weight of something or someone

The nurse put the baby on the scale so she could weigh him.

a tool used to push a nail into wood

a tool with a handle and a thin sharp blade

My mom used the knife to cut the apple into smaller pieces.

to cause to stick to

to take apart

After choosing the feathers, I had to paste them onto my paper bird art 
project.
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